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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Study

The term ballade is the French and German spelling of

the English word "ballad" and the Italian ballata. Although

each of these terms is derived from the Latin ballare, meaning

"to dance," each denotes an entirely different meaning. The

synonomous usage of these terms is definitely misleading (1,

p. 67),

Frederic Chopin, 1810-1849, was first to use this term

as a title for piano compositions. The purpose of this study

is to reveal the formal characteristics of each of the four

ballades that Chopin wrote for solo piano and to determine,

through a comparison of the similarities and differences, some

identifying characteristics of a ballade. These characteristics

will be illustrated through a formal analysis of each ballade.

In the opinion of many writers, Chopin's numerous composi-

tions for solo piano have hardly been surpassed by any other

literature for that medium. Among Chopin's compositions the

ballades are ranked with those larger works in which he followed

no model but freely used that form coming most naturally to

him (6, p. 188). In each case, Chopin's employment of form

is not strictly related to that of the sonata-allegro, the

rondo, nor the free fantasia, although certain points of

1
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resemblance to all three exist. Less resemblance to any of

the dance forms may be found. However, the form is closely

related to the larger, more complex song forms, except for a

broader and more ample development (9, p. 120). Therefore,

the contents of this study will be concerned primarily with

the internal structure used by Chopin in these ballades and

its relationship to the overall design of these compositions.

Chopin's Concept of the Ballade

To Chopin the name ballade designated a "short, poetic

narrative, a minature epic, as distinguished from the lyric,

didactic, and dramatic forms of poetry" (9, p. 120). His in-

tentions were for the ballade in music to become a counterpart

of the ballad in poetry. Therefore, with Chopin's four ballades

there originated a completely individual school of composition,

This school is different in that it is distinctly declamatory

and narrative in style (9, p. 120).

Literary Influences

Chopin's inspiration to create the ballade as a single

movement for piano came from his having read several poems

written by his compatriot, Adam Mickiewiez.* Alfred Cortot

states in the introduction to his edition of these works that

*Adam Bernard Mickiewiez, 1798 to 1855, was the father ofthe romantic school in Poland and also Poland's greatest poet-
patriot (10, p. 3; 3, p. 181).
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Robert Schumann reported this as "first hand knowledge from

the mouth of Chopin himself" (4, p. 2). Camille Bourniquel

also asserts that "it was undoubtedly the Lithuanian Ballads

of Mickiewiez which inspired him to undertake this excursion

into the realm of legend" (2, p. 149),

Bourniquel advises against confusing these pieces with

those using the same title, namely the dance songs of Provencal

poetry or the standard ballard form, Chopin was not aware of

these sources but knew of the development of the ballad by

Goethe, Schiller, Uhland, BUrger, and Heine whose poems

dominated the lieder of that day (2, pp. 148-149).

Although these ballads of Mickiewiez seem to be the

literary basis of Chopin's inspiration, there is no exact

paraphrase of the texts, Before each of the following analyses

the ballad that has been attributed as the source of inspira-

tion for that particular ballade will be given in brief form,

Method of Approach

Of the remaining five chapters of this study, the follow-

ing four chapters each contain the analyses of one of the four

ballades. As has been stated, the supposed literary influence

upon each ballade begins each chapter, Other contents of each

of the following four chapters include the following: the

length of the ballade; the overall design, a table of the form,

with parts, sections, themes, phrases, motives, and figures

labeled; key relationships within the sections; phrase structure:
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key relationships, beginnings and endings, cadences and mod-

ulations; and motivic development,

In the final chapter, among the characteristics compared

are the following: length, tempo and meter; forms of the parts;

forms of the sections; character and key relationships of the

themes; motivic development; introductions and codas; transi-

tions; and literary influence.

Terminology

The terminology employed in this study are as defined in

The Homophonic Forms of Musical Composition by Percy Goetschius

(5). Chord symbols and theoretical terminology are employed

as defined in Robert Ottman's Elementar Harmony (8) and Ad-

vanced Harm (7) except for the terminology used in the

discussion of modulations, In this study the term "chromatic

modulation" is used instead of the term "internal direct modu-

lation" as discussed on pages 4-6 of Ottman's Advanced Harm

The term "enharmonic" is used to refer to a modulation "in

which the pivot chord is spelled one way in the original key

and another in the new key" (7, p. 6),
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CHAPTER II

BALLADE IN G MINOR, OPUS 23

Literary Influence

This first ballade, performed by Chopin himself when pass-

ing through Leipzig in 1836, is based upon the Lithuanian

ballad "Conrad Wallenrod" by Mickiewiez. Cortot gives this

account of the ballad and its influence upon the Ballade in

G Minor:

The prose ballad which was the source of inspiration
to this composition is the last episode of the fourth
part of Conrad Wallenrod,** a historical legend taken
from the chronicles of Lithuania and Prussia (1828).
In this episode Wallenrod, coming out from a banquet
elated with drink, speaks warmly of an exploit in which
the Moors took vengeance on their oppressors, the
Spaniards, by infecting them in the course of hypocri-
tical diffusions, with the plague, leprosy and the
most ghastly disease, which they themselves had volun-
tarily contracted before-hand. To the stupefaction and
horror of his fellow-guests, Wallenrod gives it to be
understood that he, the Pole, could also, if he would,
breathe death upon his adversaries in a similar fatal
embrace (3, p. 2).

*According to Maurice Brown this work was sketched from
May to June, 1831, in Vienna and completed in Paris in 1835.
It is dedicated to Baron de Stockhausen, Hanoverian ambassador
to France (2, p. 68).

**Wiktor Weintraub refers to Conrad Wallenrod as the
second volume of Mickiewiez's poetry published in Russia in
1828. This volume contains a poem also entitled "Conrad
Wallenrod", the first poem expressing Mickiewiez's ideas
which were to become the distinctive mark of Polish romantic
poetry (4, p. 593).

6
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Bourniquel disagrees with Cortot and others concerning

the influence of Conrad Wallenrod on this ballade. She states

that "with all due reservations this seems to be a quite un-

acceptable contention" (1, p. 149). The narrative character

is present in the music, however, because of the legendary

atmosphere created by the introductory phrase.

Form

The form of the first ballade is similar to the sec-

tional five-part form, the design of which is A B A B A. In

the following diagram this design is given.

___ A B A B A

Intro-
duction Part I Part II Part III Part IV Part V Coda

A B C D A'C'E C'D' A'

(1-7) (8-67) (68-94) (94-165) (166-194) (194-208) (208-262)

Fig. 1--Diagram of parts in Opus 23

As seen in the preceding diagram, Parts I, II, and IV

each contain two sections, while Part III contains three and

Part V, one. Table I further describes these sections,
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TABLE I*

FORM IN THE BALLADE, OPUS 23

Section Theme Measures

Introduction phrase 1 1-7
figure 1 1-3
figure 2 4-5

Part I Binary with codetta 8-67

Section 1 Double period 8-36
Theme A (8-26): double period
phrase 1 a 8-12
motive 1 8-9

phrase 2 b 12-16
phrase 3 at16-20
phrase 4 b? 20-26

transition 26-36

Section 2 Parallel period 36-44
phrase 1: m 1, T A c 36-40
phrase 2 cl 40-44

Codetta 44-56
phrase 1 d 44-48
phrase 2 e 48-52
phrase 3 el 52-56

transition 56-67

Part II

Section 1

Binary

Double period
Theme B (68-75):
phrase 1
phrase 2: F 2, I

phrase 3
phrase 4

period
a
b

a
b

68-94

68-82

68-71
71-75
75
76-79
79-82

* "M" - motive; "T"' - theme; "F" - figures; "1" - intro-
duction. These symbols will be used in all subsequent tables,
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TABLE I--Continued

Section Theme Measures

Section 2 Repeated phrase 82-90
phrase 1: m 1, T A c 82-86

phrase 2, T B
phrase 2 c 86-90

transition 90-94

Part III

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

transition

Part IV

Section 1

Group of sections

Parallel period
Theme A (94-105)
phrase 1
phrase 2

Double period
Theme B (106-113)
phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3
phrase 4

transition
phrase 1
phrase 2

Group of phrases
phrase I
phrase 2
phrase 3
phrase 4
phrase 5
phrase 6

a
b

c
d
c

e
f

g

h
i
j
k

Binary

Double period
Theme B (166-173)
phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3

a
b
a

94-165

94- 105

94-98
98-105

106-125

106-109
109-113
114-117
117-126

126-137
126-130
130-137

138-162
138-141
142-145
146-150
150-154
154-158
158-162

162-165

166-194

166-180

166-169
169-173
174-177
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TABLE 1--Continued

Section Theme Measures

phrase 4 bf 177-180

Section 2 Repeated phrase 180-188
phrase 1: m 1, T A c 180-184

phrase 2, T B
phrase 2 ct  184-188

transition 188-194

Part V Parallel period 194-208

Theme A (194-205)
phrase 1 a 194-198
phrase 2 b 198-206

bridge 206-208

Coda 208-262

Section 1 208-242
phrase I a 208-212
phrase 2 a 212-216
phrase 3 b 216-219
phrase 4 c 220-224
phrase 5 b 224-227
phrase 6 c' 228-242

Section 2 242-262
phrase 1 242-248
phrase 2: m 1, T A 248-252
phase 3 252-256
phrase 4 256-262

The G Minor Ballade is 262 measures in length and begins

with a seven-bar introduction marked Largo in common time. (See

Figure 2). An independent phrase, outlining the harmonic pro-

gression of bI16 -V-iv6 -i6 , is the introduction, This rising
4
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unison passage is declamatory as if it were trying to get the

attention of the audience for which it is to tell its story,

It contains two figures: figure 1, which is repeated twice,

and figure 2, the triplet figure found in measures four and

five, Note the final chord of Figure 2. There exists much

disagreement as to whether the e-flat is correct or should

be a d.* This might be an intentional dissonance created by

Chopin as a mixture of g minor and E-f lat major, the two

prominent keys of this work,

La2 4 8
iLL4argo

pest 4

I -T Nor--- 4

S

Fig. 2 -- Introductory phrase, Opus 23

*The Edwin F, Kalmus edition of the Chopin Ballades is
used in this analysis. See the Peters' edition for use of
d instead of e-flat.
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Part I, measures 8-67, is binary in form, consisting of

two sections and a codetta. The tempo has changed to moderato

and the meter is now 6/4. This meter prevails until the coda

is reached,

Section 1, measures 8-36, begins with the statement of

theme A.(See Fig. 3), This theme contains a motive that will

be referred to later, labeled motive 1 in Figure 3. The form

of this section is that of an extended double period, both

periods employing parallel construction. A modulation to the

mediant key of B-flat major occurs in the second phrase, mea-

sures 13-16, with the cadence on the vii07 in the key, The

only irregular feature of this double period is found in the

fourth phrase, beginning in measure 21, Here an imperfect

Moderato 4

I9IJI

Fig. 3--Phrase 1, theme A, Opus 23
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cadence is used to extend this phrase through measure 26. A

transition begins here which cadences in measure 36. The

melody in measures 33-34 of the transition becomes very ornate,

in the manner of a little cadenza, This leads to a perfect

authenic cadence in measure 36 with which the second section

begins.

Section 2, measures 36-44, contains material which seems

to be derived from part of motive 1 of Figure 3. (See Fig. 4).

The similarity lies in the relationship of the first four

eighth notes of this section (ascending a major and a minor

third and descending a whole step to syncopate the rhythm) to

notes 2-5 of motive 1, Figure 3 (ascending a major third and

diminished fourth, and descending a half step), This section

is in the form of a period and is characterized by the synco-

pated figure and the accompaniment pattern.

LMIX
Fig. 4--Measures 36-37, section 2, Opus 23

Measures 44-56, serving as a codetta to Part I, consist

of three phrases, the first two each containing two measures
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of repetition, The rise and fall of the left hand in measures

49-51 compares to the melodic contour of motive 1. The third

phrase leads to a transition, measures 56-67, an arpeggiated

phrase which is extended for three measures. By use of the

secondary dominant, the new key of E-flat major is introduced.

Part II, measures 68-94, is also a binary form. The first

section, measures 68-82, consists of a double period in which

the pianissimo statement and repetition of theme B occurs. (See

Fig. 5). As compared to the previous theme, it is contrasting

..........2.1

oo2

U E-J3

144 23

NMI" I

Fig. 5--Theme B, Opus 23

I jOld

WW

POW Aw

4 1 a

f
1
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in its lyrical character, The double period is of parallel

construction and irregular in that the length of the last

phrase is only three measures. The second phrase of both

periods contains a triplet figure similar in rhythm to figure

2 of the introduction. (See Fig. 2),

In section 2 of Part II, measures 82-90, which consist

only of one phrase and its repetition, material is derived

from both themes A and B and combined. (See Fig. 6). As seen

3 3

(sernprer9p). ..

Fig. 6--Measures 82-86, section 2, part II, Opus 23

in the last five notes of measures 82 and the first of measure

83, the melodic contour is the same as that of motive 1, theme

A. The triplet figure may be traced back to the introduction,

In Figure 6, the notes circled are the principal notes of the

f 1, L I -- I -- T I I I I - - - - -- - I ---
I t I t

L- I.Ald IL

--ANN-

_.mdda AIL---

MOM III", T
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second phrase of theme B of the preceding section. The accom-

paniment of this section, which is arpeggiated over a pedal-

point of e-flat, also prevails in the transition, measures

90-94, which serves the purpose of modulating from the key of

E-flat major to the key of a minor in which Part III begins.

Section 2 of Part II seems to be the most important section

thus far as far as unity is concerned. This is due to the

simulateneous usage of material from both themes and the intro-

duction,

Part III, measures 94-165, contains a group of three

sections based primarily upon the restatement of both themes

A and B. Section 1, measures 94-105, displays the restatement

of theme A, not in the original key of g minor, but transposed

to a minor over a dominant pedal-point, The form is that of

a parallel period with the last phrase extended for three mea-

sures by repetition, each measure increasing in dynamics leading

to the fortissimo appearance of theme B in measure 106, The

mode is changed from a minor to A major.

This restatement of theme B, which lasts through measure

126, is a double parallel period with four measures of exten-

sion, two of repetition and two of prolongation of the cadence

chord. By the use of enharmonic modulation the key of E-flat

major is introduced and established in the transition beginning

in measure 126 and lasting through measure 137, In this transi-

tion, the two phrases center around the dominant harmony of E-

flat major,
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In section 3,measures 138-162, there is a group of six

phrases. The first phrase and its repetition, which together

comprise measures 138-145, bear some relation to section 2

of Part I particularly in accompanimental patterns. This is

evident when Figures 4 and 7 are compared. These two phrases,

however, differ melodically with their continuously moving

pattern as opposed to the fragmentary motives of section 2,

Part I. The third phrase of this group continues with a chro-

matic sequence beginning in measure 146 and cadencing in

measure 150, The remainder of this section contains a modu-

lation1bo f-sharp minor and back to E-flat major. Material

from measure 34 appears in sequence in both the right and left

hands in measure 150-154, passing from the key of E-flat major

to F major, G major, A major, B major, and f-sharp minor by

use of the augmented sixth chord. The following four measures

modulate back to E-flat major via the German sixth chord in

the new key, this occurring in measure 157. After the modu-

lation, five measures follow in which ascending and descending

scale-like passages establish the key, A brief transition from

measure 162 to 165 leads to the beginning of Part IV.

A much more embellished repetition of Part II, measures

68-94, serves as Part IV of the first ballade. This repetition,

measures 166-194, changes in dynamics from pianissimo to fortis-

simo and in texture, which is thickened considerably. The same

binary form is retained,
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Fig. 7--Measures 138-141, section 3, part III, Opus 23

In section 1 of Part IV, measures 166-180, theme B is

restated in its original key and in its entirety except for

the omission of the very first note and the use of one synco-

pated note in measure 167. In section 2, beginning in measure

181, the same material used in the corresponding section of

Part II is employed again, only slightly varied, and rounds

off Part IV in measure 188. The transition used in measures

90-94 of Part II is utilized again here, extended this time to

six measures in length. Through a common chord modulation in

measure 190, a return to the original key occurs and this leads

to the reappearance of theme A in measure 194, which marks the

beginning of Part V.
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The same treatment of theme A employed in Part III is re-

tained in this restatement, that of the supporting pedal-point

on the dominant note of the key which is now g minor. The last

phrase of this parallel period is extended four measures and a

two-measure bridge leads to the coda in measure 208.

Marked presto con fuoco, the coda, like the introduction,

is in common time, and is contructed in two sections. The

first section is based on material which seems to be new. The

Neopolitan sixth chord and diminished seventh chords are prom-

inent in the harmonic structure of this section of the coda,

measures 208-242. These measures divide in the following way:

four measures, repeated; eight measures, repeated with varia-

tion; and four measures, repeated and extended three measures.

Three measures of an ascending chromatic scale and three

measures of a descending scale-like figure begin section 2 of

the coda, measures 242-262. Alternation of the g minor scale

with the tonic chord and a figure similar to figure 2 of the

introduction predominate in the material used. A chromatic

octave passage in contrary, then descending parallel motion

brings the Ballade in G Minor to a climactic end.

As evident in the foregoing analysis, Chopin employed the

five-part form for his first composition of this genre. How-

ever, this ballade is strongly influenced by sonata-allegro

form in that it has two main themes, one in g minor and the

other in E-flat major. These themes are varied slightly,

transposed to different keys, developed in Part III, and
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recapitulated in reverse order in Parts IV and V. Since the

development of these themes in Part III consisted primarily

of transposed restatements rather than actual thematic devel-

opment the desire to classify this ballade in the sonata-

allegro form is lessened.

The appearance of the themes in reverse order suggests

the arch design, especially since the climax of intensity is

reached in Part III, However, it may be that Part V is not

strong enough to balance Part I unless the coda is included as

part of Part V. Also the close resemblance between Part V and

section 1 of Part III instead of the expected resemblance be-

tween Part V and Part I tends to further eliminate the

possibility of that classification,

Parts and Sections

Chopin employed various forms within this composition.

In the specific five parts, the forms utilized in order are

binary, binary, group of sections, binary, and one-part. The

longest part is the third part with sixty-eight measures and

the shortest is Part V with fourteen measures. In the sections

the length varies from eight measures in section 2 of Parts

I, II, and IV to twenty-four measures in section 3 of Part III,

Forms in the sections include the repeated phrase (2), the

period (3), the double period (4), and the group of phrases (1).

The numbers in parentheses refer to the number of times that

form was used in this ballade,
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The continuity of this work is based upon the alternation

of two principal themes and the motivic development primarily

of motive 1, theme A in those sections that adjoin the appear-

ances of these themes. Each part and section usually is marked

with a slight change of tempo.

Key Relationships

Chopin uses both closely related and remote keys within

the major sections of Opus 23. Theme A appears originally in

the tonic key of g minor, reappears in the remote key of a

minor and again in the original key, Theme B is stated three

times, the first and third in E-flat major and the second in

A major. The traditional procedure of opening and closing the

composition in the same key is followed in this work,

Shown in Table Il are the key relationships, tempo mark-

ings, and dynamic markings employed within the sections of

Opus 23. The most frequently used interval relationship of the

key scheme is that of the fifth or its inversion, the fourth,

which was utilized four times. The interval relationship of

a third or its inversion, the sixth, was employed three times,

As previously stated, the two principal keys used in

this ballade are g minor and E-flat major. Out of a total of

ten sections, only one begins in one key and ends in another

(section 2 of Part III begins in A major and ends in E-flat

major), In addition to this, there is one other section which

is not the key of either g minor or E-flat major (section 1,

Part III, key of a minor). Chopin used the tonic key to open
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TABLE II*

METER, KEY RELATIONSHIPS, TEMPO MARKINGS,
AND DYNAMICS IN OPUS 23

Key

Tempo
Section Markings Dynamics

(0

Introduction 4/4 g g Largo f, p

Part I

Section 1 6/4 g g Moderato p

transition g g

Section 2 g g Moderato p,
Agitato

Codetta g g Sempre piu mosso f

transition g Rb ritenuto

Part II

Section 1 b Rb meno mosso pp

Section 2 b b

transition Eb a ritenuto

Part III

Section 1 a a a tempo (moderato) pp, p, f

*Major keys are represented by capital letters and minor
keys by small letters throughout this study,
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TABLE II-Continued

Key

0 bTempo

Section 4+> Markings Dynamics
0 H OH

U
0 0

Section 2 A Kb ff, fff

transition Kb Kb piu animato crescendo

Section 3 Eb Eb scherzando crescendo

transition Eb1  Kbff

Part IV

Section 1 Kb Eb

Section 2 Eb Eb con forza ff

transition Eb g ritard diminuendo

Part V g g meno mosso pp, f, ff

Coda 4/4 g g presto con fuoco if, fff

and close 30 per cent of the sections and E-flat to open and

close 50 per cent of the sections,

In the six transitions used, all begin in either g minor

or E-flat major and all except one end in either of these two
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keys, One-half of the transitions end in the same key in which

they begin while others modulate to another key,

In the entire piece, out of the nineteen divisions, seven-

teen begin and end in either g minor or E-flat major. In the

remaining two divisions, a minor and A major are the opening

keys and a minor is the closing, both these keys being remotely

related keys to the tonic key of g minor.

TABLE III*

PHRASE STRUCTURE IN OPUS 23

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F M F PA IA H P1

Introduction
phase x x

Part I
Section 1

phrase I x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 2
phraselI x x x
phrase 2 x x x

* "W" - masculine; "F" - feminine; "PA" - perfect
authenic; "IA" - imperfect authenic; "H" - half;; "Pl" - plagal;
"P" - perfect; "I" - imperfect. These symbols will be em-
ployed in the subsequent tables,
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TABLE III--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F M F PA IA H P1

Codetta
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x

Part Ii
Section 1

phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 2
phrase I x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Part III
Section 1

phrase
phrase

Section 2
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase

I
2

I
2
3
4

transition
phrase 1
phrase 2

Section 3
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase

1
2
3
4
5
6

x
x'
x
x

x

x
x
x'

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x'

x
x'
x

x

x

xC
'C

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
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TABLE III--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F F PA IA H P1

Part IV
Section 1

phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 2
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Part V
phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Coda
Section 1

phraselI x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x
phrase 5 x x x
phrase 6 x x x

Section 2
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Beginnings and Endings

In the preceding table, masculine and feminine beginnings

and endings are shown. Masculine beginnings and endings refer
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to those phrases which begin or end on the first or fourth

beats in 6/4 meter or the first or third beats in 4/4 meter.

Of the forty-eight phrases that exist in this ballade, twenty-

two have masculine beginnings and twenty-six have feminine

beginnings, or 46 and 54 per cent, respectively. The combi-

nations employed are as follows: masculine beginning,

masculine ending: nineteen or 40 per cent; masculine beginning,

feminine ending: three or 6 per cent; feminine beginning,

feminine ending; seven or 14 per cent; and feminine beginning,

masculine ending: nineteen or 40 per cent,

Cadences

The most frequently used cadence of the forty-eight

shown in Table III is the half cadence, which was used twenty

times or 42 per cent. The half cadence refers to a cadence

completed on any chord other than the tonic. The remaining

cadences fall into the following distribution: imperfect

authentic, sixteen or 33 per cent; perfect authentic, ten or

21 per cent; and plagal, two or 4 per cent of the total number

of cadences.

Key Relationships and Modulations

The key relationships among the phrases are related some-

what to the key relationships among the sections, However,

through the use of modulation, the key relationships of phrases

are varied more than those of the sections. Table IV illus-

trates the key relationships among the phrases, showing the
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opening and closing keys, modulations within the phrase and

also the method of modulation used.

TABLE IV

KEY RELATIONSHIPS AND MODULATIONS
IN THE PHRASES OF OPUS 23

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
and Method

Phrase Returns of
g Eb Other g Eb Other to Modulation

Introduction
phrase 1 x x

Part I
Section 1
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x Bb Bb pivot
phrase 3 x x g direct
phrase 4 x x

Section 2
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x

Codetta
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x

Part II
Section

phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase

Sect ion
phrase
phrase

I
I
2
3
4

2
I
2

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

pivot
direct
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TABLE IV--Continued

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
and Method

Phrase Returns of
g gb Other gE Other to Modulation

Part III
Section 1
phrase 1 a a
phrase 2 a a

Section 2
phrase I A E E direct,

pivot
phrase 2 A E E direct,

pivot
phrase 3 A E E direct,

pivot
phrase 4 E x Eb enharmonic

transition
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x

Section 3
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x f# f# pivot
phrase 5 f# x Eb pivot
phrase 6 x x

Part IV
Section 1
phrase I x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x x

Section 2
phrase I x x
phrase 2 x x

Par t V
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TABLE IV--Continued

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
and Method

Phrase Returns of
g Eb Other g Eb Other to Modulation

phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x

Coda

Section x
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x x
phrase 5 x x
phrase 6 x x

Section 2
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x x

Of the forty-eight phrases in this ballade, twenty-one or

44 per cent of the total number of phrases begin and end in the

key of g minor and seventeen or 35 per cent in E-flat major.

Two phrases or 4 per cent begin in E-flat major and end in

another key, one phrase or 2 per cent begins in g minor and

ends in another key, while seven phrases or 15 per cent begin

and end in another key.

Nine phrases employ modulation with thirteen modulations

used. Of these modulations, seVen were by the pivot or common
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chord method, five were by the direct method of modulation,

and one was an enharmonic modulation.

Motivic Development

As has been stated, Chopin, in his first ballade, uses

the alternation of two principal themes and the motivic devel-

opment primarily of motive 1, theme A, as a basis for the

structure of this composition. Table I shows the usage of

this motive four times in addition to one utilization of fig-

ure 2 from the introduction. Segments of the second phrase

of theme B are used in the second sections of Parts II and

IV. This is the only apparent motivic development derived

from theme B.
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CHAPTER III

BALLADE IN F MAJOR, OPUS 38

Literary Influence

The inspiration to create the second ballade supposedly

came to Chopin from a Mickiewiez poem, the dramatic "Le Lac

de Willis". The poem concerns the tale of some fishermen who:

* . . bring back to the edge of the lake a woman
who tells how the young girls of a town, submerged
beneath the waters, were changed into aquatic plants
to escape the Russian hordes (1, p. 151)o

. . . thenceforward they have adorned the shores
of the lake, Woe be unto him who touches them (3,
p. 2)'

This second ballade, published in 1838* and dedicated to

Robert Schumann, was the subject of long revision and re-

publishing. It is said that when Schumann heard Chopin's

performance of this work in 1836, it ended in F major (1,

p. 151). In present editions, the work is concluded in a

minor, Brown accounts for Schumann's statement by declaring

that Chopin rarely played the whole ballade (2, p. 98).

Form

The Ballade in F Major is a four-part form with coda,

Figure 8 shows the sections of these divisions,

*Brown claims that the first version of this work ap-
peared in 1836 and the final version in January of 1839
(2, p. 98).
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At Bt
- T

Part III

Dev, of TA

(83-140)

Part IV

Dev. of TB

(141-168)

Coda

(169-206)

Fig. 8--Diagram of parts in Opus 38

TABLE V

FORM IN THE BALLADE, OPUS 38

Section Theme Measures

Par t I Ternary 1-46

Section 1 Repeated Period 1-18

introduction 1-2
Theme A (3-10) Contrasting
motive I period 2-3
motive 2 3-4

phrase 1 a 3-6
phrase 2 b 7-10
phrase 3 a' 11-14
phrase 4 bt 15-18

Section 2 Group of phrases 19-26
phrase 1 c 19-22
phrase 2 b' 23-26

Section 3 Extended period 27-46
Theme A (27-34)
phrase 1 a 27-30
phrase 2 b 31-34
phrase 3: m 2 b' 35-46

Part II

Section 1

Bianry

Group of phrases
Theme B (47-54)
phrase 1.
phrase 2
phrase 3
phrase 4

a
b
a'
b t

47-83

47-62

47-50
51-54
55-58
59-62

BA

Part I

ABA'

(1-46)

Part II

CD

(47-83)
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TABLE V--Continued

Section Theme Measures

Section 2 Group of phrases 63-83
phrase 1 c 63-71
phrase 2 d 71-74
phrase 3 75-79

transition 79-83

Part III

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Part IV

Group of Sections

Extended period
Theme A (83-88)
phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3

a
b
b'

bridge: m 2

Group of phrases
phrase 1: m 1 c

bridge: m 2

phrase 2:
phrase 3:
phrase 4:

ml
m2
ml, m2

Group of phrases
phrase 1: m 1,1
phrase 2: m 1,1
phrase 3: m 1

bridge: m 2

phrase 4:
phrase 5:
phrase 6:

ml
m2
ml,

m 2
m 2

m 2

Group of phrases
Theme B (141-148)
phrase 1
phrase 2

d
3

a'at
a''

c'

d
e

a
b

83-140

83-96

83-86
87-88
89-95

96-98

98-115
98-102

102-104

104-108
108-111
111-115

116-140
116-119
120-123
123-127

127-129

129-133
133-136
136-140

141-168

141-144
145-148

I
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TABLE V--Continued

Section Theme Measures

phrase 3 at 149-152
phrase 4 b' 153-157
phrase 5: m 2 c 157-160
phrase 6: m 2, m 1 d 161-164

transition

Coda 169-206

phrase I a 169-172
phrase 2 at 173-176
phrase 3 b 177-181
phrase 4 b' 181-184
phrase 5 c 185-188
phrase 6: T B d 189-192
phrase 7: T B e 193-197
phrase 8: T A 197-206

Part I is ternary in form and chordal in texture, Two

rhythmic patterns are prominent in this part: P1 4 P4Jand

ofj efl JP*I * The tempo is andantino and the meter is 6/8.

Section 1, measures 1-18, is the form of a repeated period

and contains the statement and repetition of theme A. (See

Fig. 9). Theme A contains two motives, motive 1 in measures

2-3 and motive 2 in measures 3-4, both labeled in Figure 9.

Theme A is constructed in the form of a contrasting period,

the first phrase of which is extended at the beginning for

almost two complete measures by the repetition of the first

note of the theme, the dominant of the key, The cadences are

imperfect and perfect authentic, respectively, A repetition of
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the period occurs in which the texture of the first phrase is

thickened although the dynamics are the same,

Anvnib

11 NE. AMP ad

Aft

HL EK
PK

NO

r II WOOr

4~ r

r , I -t

Fig. 9--Theme A, Opus 38

Section 2 of Part I,measures 19-26, is similar to section

I in rhythmic character but changes both melodically and harmon-

ically, It consists of two phrases, the first of which begins

in a minor and modulates by common chord in measure 20 to the

closely related key of C major, cadencing with a perfect authentic

cadence in measure 22. The second phrase of this section is an

exact repetition of phrase 2 of the preceding section, beginning

and ending in C major, A chromatic modulation back to F major

occurs in measure 26. With this modulation, the return to

theme A occurs, marking the beginning of section 3.

I A-IF All

jw ALM

r2

solto Voce
3 2 3 2 2

I I Aft "M. Aft

I IW PW

i 46 0 r"
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Of the twenty measures in section 3, the first eight form

a contrasting period which deceptively cadences in measure 34

with the progression of V7-iii6. The remaining measures of

this section contain a transposed repetition of the second

phrase with a perfect authentic cadence in a minor in measure

38 followed by an extension of eight measures. The extension

measures contain a modulation back to F major, cadencing in

measure 40, plus a repetition of these modulatory measures

and four measures of repetition of the cadence chords. The

rhythm of motive I is employed in the lower voice of the last

four measures. A fermata found at the end of measure 46 causes

a break between Part I and the approaching Part II.

Part II, measures 47-82, contrasts with Part I in tempo,

dynamics, and texture. Marked Resto con fuoco, the dynamic

level is fortissimo and the key is a minor. The character of

theme B, measures 47-54, lies in the octave motive of the left

hand rising upward against the downward motion of the right

hand figures. (See Fig. 10). The binary form of this part

divides into two sections: section 1, measures 47-62, and

section 2, measures 63-83.

Section 1 consists of the statement of theme B and the

repetition of it in the key of g minor, forming a group of

phrases. The first phrase is divided into two-measure groups,

both based on the harmonic progression of i-viid7. The modu-

lation from a minor to g minor occurs through the use of the

diminished seventh chord in measure 53.
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1r))

r'- 2 2
5 5

Fig, 10--Theme B, Opus 38

The group of phrases in section 2, measures 63-83, con-

sists primarily of transitional material. The first phrase,

measures 63-71, is sequential, The two measures pattern passes

through the keys of d minor and f minor to arrive in a-flat

minor in measure 61. In measure 70, on the last beat, is

found an Italian sixth chord in root position, Phrase 2, mea-

sures 71-74, consists of chords held together by a decorated

pedal point in e-flat. (See Fig. 11).
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dint. poco Pow

Fig. 11--Decorated pedal point, measures 71-74, Opus 38

This phrase is repeated twice, once with the chords an octave

lower over the same pedal point and again in a modulatory varia-

tion with the scale-like patterns in the upper voice. The

second repetition is labeled as a transition for it contains

a chromatic modulation to the original tonic key of F major.

Measure 83 marks the beginning of Part III, with a return

to theme A in the original key and tempo, During the course of

this part, this theme undergoes extensive development, Part

III contains three sections,

Section 1, measures 83-96, corresponds to section 3 of

Part I. The most unusual characteristic of this section, whose

form is that of an extended period, is found in the second phrase.

This phrase stops in the middle on the subdominant chord as if
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Chopin were uncertain of continuing this theme, After one-

half measure of rests with a fermata over the last one in

measure 88, an extended repetition of the second phrase occurs.

This repetition is identical to that of section 3 of Part I

except for the final cadence which in this instance is a #id7

instead of the expected tonic chord.

After a two-measure bridge incorporating this chord over

motive 2 from theme A in the lower voice, the #id7 (f#-a-c-eb)

becomes, with the lowering of a, a dominant seventh chord,

spelled a-flat, _c, e-flat, and g-flat in the key of D-flat

major, With this modulation in measure 98 begins the actual

development based upon motives 1 and 2 from theme A. Several

keys are passed through and highly imitative treatment is used.

(See Fig. 12). Increasing in dynamics and texture, a semi-

climax is reached during measures 110-115. This all comprises

section 2, measures 98-115,

Section 3, measures 116-140, consists primarily of the

distribution of the first phrase of theme A in different ranges.

The first appearance is in E major which was reached by chro-

matic modulation in measure 115. The same repeats in C major,

beginning in measure 20, leading to another imitative section

in measure 123 which is very similar to the material shown in

Figure 12. As before, this leads to a semi-climax. This time

the cadence is on the dominant seventh chord of d minor and

chromatic octaves marked accelerando descend to begin the left

hand motive with which Part IV begins,
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Fig. 12--Use of imitation in development section of the
Ballade in F Major

Chopin used three bridges in the preceding section: mea-

sures 96-98, measures 102-104, and measures 127-129. Each of

these employ the rhythm of motive 2, theme A, and each con-

tains a modulation,

Presto con fuoco marks the beginning of Part IV, measures

141-168, and the return of theme B, This time theme B is trans-

posed to the key of d minor and to a minor, The group of

phrases in this part contain, in addition to the statement of

theme B and its repetition, segments of theme A combined with

theme B. Beginning :in measure 157, elements of both themes

are combined, those of theme A in the lef t hand and those of

theme B in the right hand. This lasts throughout the last two

phrases of this six-phrase group.
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A four-measure transition of trills in the lower register

of the keyboard, measures 165-168, leads to the coda, measures

169-206, marked agitato. The key is a minor and the material

employed is both new and previously employed material. Measures

169-172 display new material and are repeated an octave higher

in measures 173-176. The next eight measures contain the same

basic material varied slightly, the last four being an octave-

lower repetition of the first four, Measure 184 ends with a

dominant seventh chord in the key of a minor, This resolves

in measure 185 to a ii7F with which the next four measures begin,

These measures, 186-188, contain unusual harmonic devel-

opment as shown in Figure 13. Measure 185 is labeled as pattern

a. The second measure of this Figure contains a sequence of

_14
R4i

227 3 4 Z::2A

Fig, 13--Harmonic development of a f igure in the coda of
Opus 38.
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this pattern one tone higher, labeled b. In the third mea-

sure, a contraction, labeled c, exists through which the

harmonic pattern is preserved. Becoming shorter and shorter,

it points d and e, it runs into the return of material related

to theme B. Eight measures of this climaxes on a French sixth

chord in measure 197. A small return of theme A appears, now

in a minor, This is actually an extended repetition of the

phrase found in measures 35-38. This cadence is expanded in

texture and extended in length, causing this last phrase to be

seven measures in length, with the ending of this, the second

ballade, on a perfect cadence in the key of a minor.

In the coda the harmony shifts rapidly. It passes

through remote keys, but seems to return always at the most

vital moment, One outstanding example of this may be found

in measures 177-180 in which the harmony descends chromatically

beginning with the V6 on the third beat of measure 177, It

shifts on the first and fourth beats of the measure, continuing

through measure 179.

As seen in the preceding analysis, the Ballade in F Major

contains four parts and a coda, However, several other possible

formal conclusions may be drawn, One such conclusion is that

of a sectional three part form plus a coda. Parts III and IV

of the preceding analysis might be combined since both themes

A and B are developed individually and then combined, However,

in the given analysis, since both themes are repeated almost

exactly in their original state, except for transpositions,
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and then developed, there seems to be a definite clarity of

divisions; thus, the usage of the sectional four part form.

Another possibility is that of a sectional five part

form having the scheme of A B A! B' A'' . This would be iden-

tical to the sectional four part form with the last reference

to theme A found at the end of the coda. Since this last

reference to theme A is only one phrase, not in the original

key, it seems that this classification would be less acceptable

than those preceding.

The influence of the sonata-allegro mold is found in the

fact that there are two major themes and both are developed.

However, there is no recapitulation after the development,

unless the segments of the themes found in the coda might be

considered capable of serving in that capacity. This, there-

fore, eliminates the possibility of this ballade being

classified as a sonata-allegro form.

Parts and Sections

There is a wide variety of forms employed in the parts

and sections of Opus 38, The forms of the four parts, in that

order, are ternary, binary, group of sections, and group of

phrases. The longest part is Part III with fifty-seven mea-

sures and the shortest is part IV with twenty-seven measures,

The lengths of the sections vary from the eight measures in

section 2 of Part I to the twenty-five measures in section 3,

Part III,
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TABLE VI

KEY RELATIONSHIPS, TEMPO MARKINGS,
AND DYNAMICS IN OPUS 38

Key

Tempo

Section Markings Dynamics

Part I

Section 1 F F andantino sotto voce

Section 2 a C pp

Section 3 F F

Part II

Section 1

Section 2

transition

Part III

Section

Section

Section

a

d

ab

F

Db

E

d

g

ab

F

presTo con
fuoco

ralentando

1-

F

E

d

a

andantino

stretto piu
mosso

andantino,
accelerando

presto con
fuoco

ff

crescendo,
ff, diminuendo

pp

crescendo, f,
ff

p, crescendo,
f, ff

f, ff

1

2

3

Part IV

I
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TABLE VI--Continued

Key
Tempo

Section Markings Dynamics

0

transition a a ff

Coda a a agitato ff, pp
andantino

Key Relationships

Table VI includes the key relationships employed between

the sections of the second ballade. The most frequently used

interval relationship in the key scheme is that of the third

or its inversion, the sixth, which was utilized a total of five

times. Other interval relationships employed are the fifth

or its inversion, the fourth, utilized four times, and the

second, utilized a total of three times,

The two principal keys employed in this ballade are F

major and a minor. Out of a total of nine sections, six begin

or end in either of these keys; three begin and end in some

other key. One-third of the sections open and close in F

major while no sections open and close in a minor. Two sections

open in a minor and one closes in a minor. Other keys used to

begin sections are d minor (2), a-flat minor (2), D-flat major
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(1), and E major (1). C major (1), g minor (1), a-flat minor

(1), E major (1), and d minor (1) are the other keys used to

close sections. The number in parentheses refer to the number

of times each key was used.

Nine of the total of twelve divisions in this composition

begin or end in F major or a minor, One of the two transitions

opens in the key of a-flat minor and ends in F major while

the other begins and ends in a minor. The coda, like the

second transition begins and ends in a minor, thus breaking

the tradition of beginning and ending a composition in the

same key.

TABLE VII

PHRASE STRUCTURE IN OPUS 38

Beginning Ending Cadence

Phrase
M F M F PA IA H Pi

Par t I

Section 1
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 2
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Section 3
phrase x x x
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TABLE VII--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence

Phrase
M F M F PA IA H P1

phrase 2 x x (x)*
phrase 3 x x x

Part II

Section 1
phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 2
phrase]I x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

transition x x x

Part III

Section 1
phrase
phrase
phrase

Section 2
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase

Section 3
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase
phrase

1
2
3

I
2
3
4

I
2
3
4
5
6

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

K

xK

x

x

(x)

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

1* *
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TABLE VII--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence

Phrase
M F M F PA IA H Pl

Part IV

phraselI x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x
phrase 5 x x x
phrase 6 x x x

transition x x x

Coda

phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x
phrase 5 x x x
phrase 6 x x x
phrase 7 x x x
phrase 8 x x x

*Parentheses around
**Imper fec t

an x refer to a deceptive cadence;

Phrase structure

Beginnings and Endings

Masculine and feminine beginnings and endings were in-

cluded in Table VII. Of the forty-five phrases that exist in

this ballade, twenty-seven phrases or 60 per cent have masculine

beginnings and eighteen phrases or 40 per cent have feminine
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beginnings. The endings are distributed as follows: masculine,

twenty-three phrases or 51 per cent, and feminine, twenty-two

phrases or 49 per cent. The number and percentage of each

combination used is masculine beginning, masculine ending:

twelve phrases or 27 per cent; masculine beginning, feminine

ending: fifteen or 33 per cent; feminine beginning, feminine

ending: seven or 16 per cent; and feminine beginning, masculine

ending: eleven phrases or twenty-four per cent.

Cadences

The half cadence is the most frequently used cadence of

the forty-five given in Table VII. There are twenty-nine half

cadences,which comprise 65 per cent of the total cadences in

this ballade. Two deceptive cadences were found,which comprise

4 per cent of the total cadences, The distribution of the

remaining cadences is as follows: six perfect authenic cadences

or 13 per cent; seven imperfect authenic cadences or 16 per cent;

and one imperfect plagal cadence or 2 per cent.

Key Relat shis and Modulations

Table VII shows the key relationships and modulations

among the phrases of the Ballade in F M Aor. The opening and

closing keys are given in that order, Modulations within the

phrase and the methods of modulation used are also given.

Of the forty-five phrases in the second ballade, sixteen

or 36 per cent begin and end in a key other than F major or a

minor, the two principal keys of the composition. Seven phrases
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TABLE VIII

KEY RELATIONSHIPS AND MODULATIONS
IN THE PHRASES OF OPUS 38

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
I __and Method

Phrase Returns of
F a Other F a Other to Modulation

Part I

Section 1
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x x

Section 2
phrase 1 x C C direct,

pivot
phrase 2 C C pivot

Section 3
phrase 1 x X
phrase 2 x x a pivot
phrase 3 x x F pivot

Part II

Section 1
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x g g pivot
phrase 3 g g
phrase 4 g g

Section 2
phrase 1 d ab ab direct,

pivot
phrase 2 a b ab
phrase 3 a a

transition ab x F chromatic

Part III
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Opening Key Closing Key
Modulates

Phrase and Method
F a Other F a Other Returns of

to Modulation

Section 1
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x f direct

pivot

Section 2
phrase 1 Db Eb Eb enharmonic,

pivot
phrase 2 G G direct
phrase 3 gb B Bb enharmonic,

pivot
phrase 4 B E E chromatic

Section 3
phrase 1 E C C pivot
phrase 2 C C
phrase 3 C x F pivot
phrase 4 x g g pivot
phrase 5 g g
phrase 6 g d d pivot

Part IV

phrase I d d
phrase 2 d d
phrase 3 x x direct
phrase 4 x x
phrase 5 x x
phrase 6 x x

transition x x

Coda

phrase
phrase
phrase

1
2
3

x
x
x

x

x
x
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Opening Key Closing Key
1-__Modulates

Phrase and Method
F a Other F a Other Returns of

to Modulation

phrase 4 x x
phrase 5 x x
phrase 6 x x
phrase 7 x x
phrase 8 x x

or 16 per cent begin and end in F major while two phrases

begin in F major and end in a minor and another key, respec-

tively, totaling 4 per cent, Fourteen phrases or 32 per cent

begin and end in a minor. Four additional phrases begin in

a minor, two ending in F major and two in some other key, these

totaling 8 per cent. Four per cent of the phrases begin in a

key other than the two principal keys and end in F major.

Seventeen phrases employ modulation with twenty-two actual

modulations occurring. Thirteen of these modulations were by

pivot or common chord, five by direct modulation, and two by

chromatic and enharmonic each. Thirteen of these phrases

modulate within the phrase and return to another key. The re-

maining phrases employing modulations modulate and return to

the original key,
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Motivic Development

The second ballade is based primarily upon the alternate

appearances of the two principal themes. Theme A exhibits two

prominent motives which are developed to a greater extent than

theme B which does not display any outstanding motives, As

seen in Table V, motives 1 and 2 of theme A appear twenty-one

times either individually or together in addition to their

being contained in the statements of theme A. Motive 2 is

employed twelve times alone and motive 1, nine times alone.

They appear together a total of five times. The only devel-

opment of theme B is found in the coda. Material derived from

the third phrase of this theme is found in phrases six and

seven of the coda.
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CHAPTER IV

BALLADE IN A-FLAT MAJOR, OPUS 47

Literary Inf luence

Inspiration for the creation of the third ballade is

attributed to Mickiewiez's poem, "Ondine". Cortot describes

this poem in the following manner:

This is the picture of feminine seduction, Beside
the lake, the youth swears eternal fidelity to the
maiden whose form he has scarcely discerned. While
she, having her doubts about man's constancy, flees
despite the lover's protest, only to reappear in the
enchanting guise of a water-fairy. Scarcely has she
tempted the youth, than he succumbs to her majic
spell. As a punishment, he is now swept down into
the watery abyss and condemned to pursue the elusive
nymph with everlasting cries, and never to attain
her (2, p. 2).

This third ballade was composed in 1841 and published in

January of 1842. Chopin dedicated this work to Pauline de

Noailles, one of his favorite pupils (1, p. 131),

Form

In Chopin's third ballade, Opus 47, the tempo designation

is allegretto and the meter is 6/8. There are 240 measures

which divide into five parts and a coda. The diagram of the

parts and sections of Opus 47 is shown in Figure 14,

57
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A B C B A

Part I Part II Par t I II Part IV Par t V Coda

ABCA' DEf D' GH DEf D' A'

(1-52) (52-115) (116-143) (143-211) (212-226) (226-240)
Fig. 4--Diagram of parts in Lus 47

In Table IX the principal sections of the third ballade

are shown. In addition to the sections, the labeling of

themes, phrases, motives, and figures used in the structure

of this work is found.

TABLE IX

FORM IN THE BALLADE, OPUS 47

Section Theme Measures

Part I

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Group of sections

Parallel period
Theme A (1-8)
phrase 1
motive I
motive 2
figure 1

phrase 2

Period with antecedent
consequent group

Theme B (9-12)
phrase 1: F 1
phrase 2: F 1
phrase 3: F 1
phrase 4: F 1

Extended phrase
phrase 1: F 1

Extended period
Theme A (37-52)

a

a'

and

b
b
c
c

d

1-52

1-8

1-4
1-2
2-4
4

4-8

9-25

9-12
13-16
17-21
21-25

25-36
25-36

37-52
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TABLE IX--Continued

Section Theme Measures

phrase 1 a 37-40
phrase 2 a 41-52

Part I I

Section 1

transition

Section 2

Section 3

transition

Section 4

Part III

Section 1

Group of sections

Repeated phrase
Theme C (54-58)
introduction, figure 2
phrase I
motive 3
figure 3
figure 4

phrase 2

F 3

Group of phrases
phrase 1: F 4, F 1
phrase 2: F 4
phrase 3: F 4

Group of phrases
phrase 1
phrase 2: F 4
phrase 3: F 4

Repeated phrase-
Theme C (104-109)
introduction: F 2
phrase 1
phrase 2

a

a

bl

b'

c
b'
b''

a
a

Binary

Parallel period
Theme D (116-123)
phrase 1
phrase 2

a
at

52-115

52-63

52-53
54-58
54-56
54-55
55-56
58-63

63-64

65-77
65-69
69-73
73-77

77-99
77-81
81-85
85-99

99-103

103-115

103-104
104-109
109-115

116-143

116-123

116-119
120-123
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Table IX--Continued

Section Theme Measures

Section 2 Group of phrases 124-143
phrase 1 b 124-127
phrase 2 c 128-133
phrase 3: F 1 b 134-143

Part IV

Section 1

transition

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

transition

Part V

Group of sections

Repeated phrase
Theme C (145-148)
introduction: F 2
phrase 1
phrase 2

a
a

F3

Group of phrases
phrase 1: F 4
phrase 2: F4
phrase 3: F 4

Group of phrases
phrase 1: F 4
phrase 2: F 4
phrase 3

Group of phrases
introduction: F 3
phrase 1: m 3
phrase 2: m 1
phrase 3: m 3
phrase 4: m 1
phrase 5: m 3
phrase 6: mi
phrase 7: m 3
phrase 8: m

m 1, F 1

Extended period
Theme A (212-221)
phrase 1
phrase 2

b

b

b' f

c
b
c'

a?
d
a?
d?
a?
dY I
a?'

a
a?

143-211

143-155

143-144
145-148
148-154

154-155

155-168
155-160
160-164
164-168

168-182
168-171
172-175
176-182

182-208
182-183
182-188
188-191
191-196
196-199
199-202
202-203
203-206
206-208

208-211

212-226

212-215
216-226
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TABLE IX--Continued

Section Theme Measures

Coda T D 226-240

Part I, measures 1-52, is classified as an irregularly

constructed group of four sections with a scheme of A B C A'*

Section 1, the shortest section of the four in this group,

consists of the statement of theme A in the form of a parallel

period. (See Fig. 15). The first phrase is divisible into

two motives, labeled motives 1 and 2 in the preceding table,

with the latter motive containing a rhythmic figure that is

highly utilized throughout the body of the composition, Motive

1 is characterized by the six rising scale steps from e-flat

to c. The rhythmic figure 1 of motive 2 contains the pattern

,A 1,. which is predominant in section 2.of Part I, measures

9-25. This section, which is characterized by its jerking

syncopated rhythm, is in the form of a period with an antece-

dent group and a consequent group, and contains theme B. (See

Fig, 16).

In measure 25 originates the third section with trills

that break into arpeggios moving in contrary motion. This

section has the character of a transition but there seems to

be no modulatory purpose for it since the preceding section

ends in A-flat major and the following section begins in the
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same key. A common chord modulation from A-flat major to C

major occurs in measure 28 and in this latter key an authenic

cadence occurs in measure 35. However, in the succeeding mea-

sure, an octave c in the lower register ascends chromatically

up to e-flat, the first note of theme A.

Allegretto

(1)4
I A Ll . I-, F

k -A

rmLl

1-4 -1
lop

viezza voce 1. ho
An

AD 196 L,2
f A-W A Aw 1 4;

L AN AN 6. A.1 411091 3 1 a,--z4: 1 11 h I
141r. hi 11 uIV. iN offl.- 1 0 - -.1 r I I

N., L --"womb& I if 0 a -=

Fig. 15--Theme A, Opus 47

With this chromatic ascension, section 4, measures 37-52,

begins. The return of theme A is identical to the original

for the first phrase, but during the second phrase it breaks

into a sequence of the first measure of phrase 2, extending

the phrase somewhat, In addition to this extension, a repeti-

tion of the seventh and eighth notes of the theme occurs in

measures 46-47. There is also an elongation of the cadence

chord, Thus, the form of Part I concludes, consisting of a

8

JAL AA-
Sm

ow 84

Al'iPt 5

4, -
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group of four sections. Had section 3 been labeled as a

transition, this form would have balanced out as a ternary

form, Since section 3 serves no purpose of modulating between

the sections, although it contains an internal modulation, it

seems to be justifiable to label it as a section, thus causing

the irregularity of the form.

A

A4(2 4 5 4

Fig. V6--Theme B, Opus 47

Part II, measures 52-115, is like Part I in that it

contains four sections. Section 1 contains the statement of

theme C in F major, (See Fig. 17). Before the theme is

stated, however, two measures of introduction consisting of

the falling octave c is found, This is labeled as figure 2

in Table IX. Theme C displays motive 3 which in turn dis-

plays figures 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 17. Having been

stated in measures 54-58, this one-phrase theme is repeated

and extended one measure in length by the repetition of the

cadence chords in measure 62, Theme C begins in F major and

ends in C major,
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A. I ~ I
1, _J

64 94

AU

LA

Fig. 17--Theme C, Opus 47

Section 2 of Part II, consists of a group of similar

phrases, each bearing a resemblance to theme C. These begin

after a two-measure transition which modulates from F major

to f minor and is based in figure 1. The first phrase of the

three-phrase group contains both figure 4 and figure 1, in

that order of appearance, Both of the remaining phrases con-

tain figure 4. The resemblance, therefore, is found in the

employment of figure 4 from theme C although the mode has

changed from major to minor.

Section 3, measures 77r99, is also in the form of a

group of phrases, the third of which is an extended repeti-

tion of the second, Figure 4 from theme C is also employed

in the last two phrases of this group. A transition from

measures 99-103 prepares for the recurrence of theme C, Four

measures in length, it cadences first in A-flat major, then

in C major,

As in Part I, the fourth section of Part II presents the

return of the first theme of that part, exactly as stated in
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the first section of the part, In this part, that theme is

theme C, extended this time for two measures by the repetition

of the final cadence chord in measures 114 and 115.

Through the method of direct modulation, a new theme,

labeled theme D is introduced in the key of A-flat major,

opening Part II, measures 116-143. Theme D is characterized

by the grace-note arpeggios ascending to the first note which

is always the climax or highest note of the phrase, (See Fig.

18). This climax note (a . in 6/8 meter) descends by a

sixteenth-note passage to the anti-climax or lowest note of

the phrase, For the eight measures of section 1, Part III,

this continues; then the sixteenth notes begin to flow con-

tinuously,

12)

r4 94

Fig, 18--Phrase 1, theme D, Opus 47
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This steady stream of sixteenth notes begins section 2,

measures 124-143, which has the form of a group of phrases.

Only the first phrase is of regular length. The second con-

tains six measures and the third, almost ten complete measures.

Figure 1 from theme A is found in the third phrase which con-

cludes with a perfect authenic cadence in A-flat major, This

section and the preceding section combine to make the binary

form of Part III.

Part IV, measures 143-211, consists of a transposed rep-

etition of Part II complete with the two-measure introduction

of the falling octave, Theme C, now transposed to D-flat

major from its original key of F major, appears in exact rep-

etition in measures 145-154. As in Part II, theme C is

followed by the same material transposed to c-sharp minor and

varied through the use of different accompanimental patterns,

Chromatic sixteenth-note patterns are in the accompaniment

and these continue through the first and second phrases, mea-

sures 155-164. In the third phrase, the melody is switched

to the left hand and the right hand begins a repeated-note

pattern, The continuous repetition of the dominant note

carries through the first phrase of section 3, measures 168-

171, In the second phrase of this section, measures 172-175,

the melody reverses back to the right hand, A sequential

pattern beginning in measure 178 of the third phrase passes

from c-sharp minor to B major in measure 182 which ends section

30
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From this point in measure 182 until the return of theme

A in measure 212, motive 3 from theme C and motive 1 from theme

A are developed. This development is contained in section 4

of Part IV. These motives are developed over an ostinato in

the bass commencing on the fourth beat of measure 182. After

this ostinato has been established in measures 182 and 183,

the motives begin. When combined, these motives cover eight

measures and are repeated twice: one-half step higher, mea-

sures 191-199, and one step higher beginning in measure 199.

Each repetition of the motives is approached through a chromatic

scale in the bass functioning to negate the previous key and

to leave the listener with a feeling of uncertainity as to

the next key to be used. In the second repetition, the motives

begin to overlap and are contracted, leading to a transition

in measure 208. This transition employing many chromatics

and thickened texture, contains motive 1 and also figure 1,

leading to the recurrence of theme A.

Part V, measures 212-226 begins with the fortissimo

return of theme A in its original key. Instead of the regular

period form as in the original statement, this restatement is

extended and merged with the coda. The coda, measures 226-240,

contains material derived from theme A and a condensed replica

of theme D, beginning in measure 230. It concludes with the

progression of V7 of vi-vi-V7 -I.

The structural design of this ballade is similar to that

of the sectional five-part form, the relationship of Part IV
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to Part II greatly influencing this classification. The

scheme of this work is that of A B C B A.

Characteristics pertaining to the sonata-allegro form

may be traced in this ballade, Themes A, C, and D of the

preceding analysis might be considered as the three principal

themes of the exposition. A reprise of the second theme in

a transposed key follows in measure 104, after which the devel-

opment section commences, consisting primarily of segments

from the first and second themes passing through various keys.

The recapitulation occurs with the reappearance of the first

and third themes, bringing the composition to a close,

The Ballade in A-flat Major excells in :both thematic

development and rhythmic interest, The contrasting character

of the themes, for example, accounts for the alternating

rhythmic variety,

Parts and Sections

The forms employed in the parts are as follows: group of

sections in Parts I, II, and IV; binary in Part III; and one-

part in Part 'V. The number of measures contained in each of

the five parts, in that order, are fifty-two measures, sixty-

three measures, twenty-eight measures, sixty-eight measures,

and fourteen measures, making Part IV the longest and Part V

the shortest. The coda contains fifteen measures, Lengths

vary within the sections from twenty-seven measures of section

2, Part I, to eight measures in section 1 of Parts I and III,
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In the sections, the forms and number of times used are:

six groups of phrases, five periods, and four phrases* One

period with an antecedent and consequent group was employed,

Those sections in the form of a phrase were either extended

or repeated, The number of phrases contained in the groups

of phrases varied from three to eight phrases.

Key Relationships

Shown in Table X are the twenty divisions of the Ballade

in A-flat Major. The most frequently used interval relation-

ship in the key scheme is that of a fifth or its inversion,

the fourth, which was used ten times, The third relationship

or its inversion, the sixth, was used five times, and the re-

lationship of a second was employed twice.

Of the total number of divisions, eight divisions or 40

per cent begin and end in the tonic key. Two divisions begin

in A-flat major and end in some other key while two divisions

begin in some other key and end in A-flat major, The other

prominent key of this composition is F major, However, since

theme C is first stated in F major, then varied and stated in

f minor, it seems logical to consider both F major and its

parallel, f minor, as the other prominent keys of the work.

Only one division or 5 per cent begins in f minor and ends in

f minor. All the others beginning in this key end in the

dominant key, that of C major. Two divisions or 10 per cent

begin in F major, both ending in C major, This shows that C
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major is one of the most frequently used keys of this work

also, being used to open or close six divisions. Another

frequently used key is c-sharp minor, used to open or close

divisions a total of four times, Other keys employed are D-

flat major and B major, the first being utilized once and the

latter, twice,

TABLE X

KEY RELATIONSHIPS, TEMPO MARKINGS,
AND DYNAMICS IN OPUS 47

Key

Tempo
Section Markings Dynamics

0

Part I

Section 1 Ab Ab allegretto mezza voce

Section 2 Ab Ab ft P.0f

Section 3 Ab C crescendo,
diminuendo

Section 4 Ab Ab

Part II

Section 1

trans ition

Section 2

Section 3

F

C

f

f

C

f

C

f

mezza voce

crescendo

f f , diminuendo
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TABLE X--Continued

Key

Tempo

Section Markings Dynamics

0 0

transition

Section 4

f

F

C

C p, diminuendo

Part III

Section 1 Ab Ab

Section 2 Ab Ab diminuendo,
crescendo

Par t IV

Section 1 Db Ab p

transition Ab c#

Section 2 c# c mezza voce,
crescendo

Section 3 c B crescendo,
ff

Section 4 B Ab

transition Ab Ab crescendo

Part V Ab Ab ff, crescendo

Coda Ab Ab piu mosso
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Phrase Structure

Beginnings and Endings

Shown in Table XI is the structure of the forty-two

phrases of Opus 47. Eighteen phrases or 43 per cent have

masculine beginnings and twenty-four or 57 per cent have

feminine beginnings. Masculine endings total twenty-six or

62 per cent and the six feminine endings comprise 38 per

cent, Percentages of beginning and ending combinations employed

are as follows: masculine beginning, masculine ending, eight

phrases or 19 per cent; masculine, feminine, ten phrases or

24 per cent; feminine, feminine, six phrases or 14 per cent;

and feminine, masucine, eighteen phrases or 43 per cent,

TABLE XI

PHRASE STRUCTURE IN OPUS 47

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F M F PA IA H P1

Part I
Section 1

phrase I x X x
phrase 2 x x x

Section 2
phrase I x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 3
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TABLE XI--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence

Phrase
m F m F PA IA H P1

Section 3
phrase x x x

Section 4
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Part II

Section 1
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Section 2
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

Section 3
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

Section 4
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Part III

Section 1
phrase I
phrase 2

Section 2
phrase I
phrase 2
phrase 3

x
x

x
x
x 'C

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
xC
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TABLE XI--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence

Phrase
M F M F PA IA H P1

Part IV

Section 1
phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Section 2
phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

Section 3
phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x1x
phrase 3 x x x

Section 4
phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x
phrase 5 x x
phrase 6 x x x
phrase 7 x x
phrase 8 x x x

Part V

phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x

Cadences

As shown in Table XI, the most frequently used cadence

is the perfect authenic, this being employed twenty times or
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48 per cent, Both the imperfect authenic and the half cadence

were employed eleven times or 26 per cent each. No plagal

cadences were found.

fKey Relationships and Modulations

Shown in Table XII are the key relationships and modula-

tions employed within the forty-two phrases and four transitions

of Opus 47. Of the total phrases, sixteen or 38 per cent begin

in A-flat major and eighteen or 43 per cent end in A-flat major.

Six phrases or 14 per cent begin in f minor and two phrases or

5 per cent end in this key, Five phrases or 12 per cent begin

in F major but no phrases end in this key, Twenty phrases or

48 per cent begin in some key other than A-flat major or f

minor. This includes F major, Twentyrtwo phrases or 52 per

cent have beginnings in some key other than A-flat major and

f minor,

Of the four transitions, three begin in A-flat major

while only one ends in this tonic key, One transition ends

in f minor but none begins in this key. One begins and ends

in C major and the remaining one ends in C-sharp minor, Of

the four transitions, only three employed modulations with

four methods utilized: two pivot, one direct, and one enhar-

monic.

Twenty-seven phrases of 64 per cent employ some method

of modulation, Twenty-two of these modulated within the

phrase and returned to some other key while only one modulated

and returned to the key in which it began. Of the 38 actual
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modulations, twenty-three or 61 per cent were by the pivot or

common chord method and fifteen or 39 per cent by the direct

method,

TABLE XII

KEY RELATIONSHIPS AND MODULATIONS
IN THE PHRASES OF OPUS 47

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
Phrase and Method

Returns of
Ab f Other Ab f Other to Modulation

Part I

Section 1
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x

Section 2
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x x

Section 3
phrase I x C C pivot

Section 4
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x

Part II

Section
phrase
phrase

I
I
2

transition

Section 2

F
F

C x

C
C

C
C

pivot
direct,
pivot

pivot
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TABLE XII--Continued

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
Phrase and Method

Returns of
Ab f Other Ab Other to Modulation

phrase I x x
phrase 2 x C C pivot
phrase 3 x C C direct,

pivot

Section 3
phrase 1 x x direct
phrase 2 x x Ab pivot
phrase 3 x x direct,

pivot

transition x C C direct,
pivot

Section 4
phrase 1 F C C direct,

pivot
phrase 2 F C C direct,

pivot

Part III

Section
phrase 1 x Eb direct,

pivot
phrase 2 Eb x A pivot

Section 2
phrase 1 x Db Db pivot
phrase 2 Db Db
phrase 3 x x direct

Par t IV

Section 1
phrase 1 Db x Ab direct,

pivot
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TABLE XII-*mContinued

Opening Key Closing Key Modulates
and Method

Phrase A f Returns of
Ab f Other Ab f Other to Modulation

phrase 2

transition

Section 2
phrase I
phrase 2

phrase 3

Section 3
phrase I

phrase 2
phrase 3

Section 4
phrase I
phrase 2
phrase 3

phrase 4
phrase 5
phrase 6
phrase 7
phrase 8

transition

Db

B
E
F

C
g
g

x

x
x

x

Part V

phrase I X x
phrase 2 x x

E
G#

E

B

B
B
C

C
g
g

Ab

E
G#

E

B

E
B
C

direct,
pivot

enharmonic

pivot
direct,
pivot
pivot

direct,
pivot
pivot
pivot

pivot
pivot
direct,
pivot

direct

direct

x

x
x

x
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Motivic Development

Chopin's third ballade employs extensive motivic devel-

opment. The motives and figures utilized may be seen in

Table IX. Three motives serve as the basis of the development:

motives 1 and 2 of theme A and motive 3 of theme C. Motive

1 appears five times other than in the regular recurrences of

the theme, four of these occurring in section 4 of Part IV

and one in the following transition, Motive 2 contains figure

I which is employed eight times, Motive 3 contains figures

3 and 4, There are three extra appearances of this motive,

all of which are contained in section 4 of Part IV, The two

figures, however, appear individually, Figure 3 is used one

additional time while figure 4 makes ten additional appearances,

The remaining figure 2, found first in the introduction to

Part II, recurrs twice, both recurrences with the restatement

of theme C,
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CHAPTER V

BALLADE IN F MINOR, OPUS 52

Literary Influence

"It is difficult to see on what basis attempts have

been made to connect the fourth Ballade in F Minor with the

Lithuanian legend of 'The Three Brothers Budrys' ,

says Bourniquel (1, p. 154). However, both Cortot (3) and

Brown (2) state that this Lithuanian ballad of Mickiewiez

is the basis for Chopin's inspiration to create the fourth

ballade.

The poem has been summarized as follows:

The old warrior Budrys bids his three sons to
take part in three expeditions, One of them
is ordered to go eastwards to fight against
Novgorod and to bring as booty sable, furs and
money, The other is ordered to take part in
an expedition against the German Knights of the
Cross and to bring from there amber and chasuble
set with diamonds. The third son has to take
part in an inroad into Poland, There is little
hope that he will enrich himself there, but he
is to bring home a booty of another type, a
kidnapped Polish bride, since Polish girls are
the most beautiful, . . (4, p, 42).

Autumn passes, then winter. The father
thinks that his sons have perished at war. * , ,

Amidst whirling snow-storms, each one, how-
ever, manages to return; but one and all bring
back but one single trophy from their odyssey--
a bride (3, p. 2).

81
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1842 is the date of publication of the fourth ballade,

dedicated to Mme, la Barronne Charlotte de Rothschild. Chopin

had been introduced to the family in 1832 by Prince Valentine

Radziwill (2, p. 141).

Form

In Figure 19 the diagram shows the fourth ballade as a

sectional four-part structure with introduction and coda, the

scheme of which is A B A' B'.

Introduction

(1-7)

A

Part I

A B A

(7-80)

B

Part II

C D

(80-128)

A'

Part III

A'

(129-169)

Part IV

C'

(169-191)

I

Coda

(191-239)

Fig. 19--Diagram of parts of Opus 52

Shown in Table XIII is the form of this ballade,

TABLE XIII

FORM IN THE BALLADE, OPUS 52

SectionJTheme Measures

Introduction 1-7

Part I

Section 1

Ternary

Group of phrases
introduction
Theme A (8-22)

7-80

7-22
7-8
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TABLE XIII--Continued

Section Theme Measures

Section 1
(repetition)

Section 2

Section 3

transition

Part i1I

Section 1

Section 2

phrase 1
motive 1
motive 2

1
2

figure
f igure

phrase 2
phrase 3

Group of phrases
Theme A (23-26)
phrase I
phrase 2
phrase 3

Group of phrases
phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3: m 2
phrase 4: F 1

F 2

Group of phrases
Theme A (58-7 1)
phrase 1.
phrase 2
phrase 3

F2

Binary

Repeated period
Introduction
Theme B (84-92)
phrase 1
phrase 2: m 1
phrase 3
phrase 4

Group of phrases
phrase I
bridge
phrase 2
bridge

at

a'
a

a
at
a'

b

at
at

a
at
a

8-12
8-9

10-12
10-11
11-12
13-18
18-22

23-26

23-26
27-33
33-36

37-57
37-41
42-46
46-53
53-57

58-71

58-61
62-68
68-71

71-80

80-128

80-99
80-84

84-88
88-92
92-96
96-99

99- 121
99-103

103
104-107

107

a
b
at
b

c

c'
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TABLE XIII--Continued

Section Theme Measures

phrase 3: F 1 d 108-111
phrase 4 d' 112-121

transition m 1, m 2 121-128

introduction 129-134

Part 1II Repeated section 134-168

Section 1 Group of phrases 134-151
introduction 134
Theme A (135-152)
phrase 1 a 135-138
phrase 2 at 139-142
phrase 3 af 142-147
phrase 4 attt 147-151

Section 1 Group of phrases 152-162
(repetition) Theme A (152-162)

phrase 1 a 152-155
phrase 2 at 156-162

transition 162-168

Part IV Repeated period 169-191
Theme B (169-177)
phrase 1 a 169-173
phrase 2 b 173-177
phrase 3 at 177-181
phrase 4 bt 181-186
phrase 5 b'' 186-191

Coda Two sections 191-239

Section 1 No formal phrase
structure 191-210

Section 2 No formal phrase
structure 211-239
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A seven-bar introduction in the dominant key of C major

leads to the beginning of Part I, measures 7-80. This part

is ternary in form, consisting of three sections, The tempo

is andante con moto.

A three-note introduction begins section 1 of Part I,

measures 8-22, which contains theme A in the form of a group

of phrases with an extension, This three-note introduction

and the first phrase of theme A are shown in Figure 20. Two

motives are contained in theme A, as labeled in Figure 20,

Motive 1 is repeated once within the first phrase and motive

2 contains two figures, figure 1 which incorporates the first

five notes of this motive, and figure 2, the last six notes

of this motive,

a Tempo

(3) ni a voce

Fig, 20--Three-note introduction and phrase I, theme A,
Opus 52
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The first phrase of the three-phrase group contained

in section 1 begins in f minor and cadences in A-flat major,

the key in which the second phrase begins. The second phrase

cadences with a half-cadence in the key of b-flat minor,

having been extended by the repetition of its last two mea-

sures, A perfect authenic cadence ends the third phrase

in the key of b-flat minor, the key in which the phrase begins.

At the end of this last phrase Chopin attaches a dominant

seventh chord in the key of f minor, which prepares for the

repetition of this section in measures 23-36, This repetition

is varied by the elaboration of the melodic line.

Section 2, measures 37-57, displays both new material

and material derived from theme A* The first two phrases of

this section contain new material, In measure 46, where the

third phrase begins, motive 2 of theme A is presented twice

and in measure 50 where a cadence is expected, the tonic is

evaded by use of dominant seventh chords whose roots progress

down through a complete circle of fifths, Figure 2 from

motive 2 receives stretto treatment in measures 51-53, the

first contrapuntal device employed in this ballade. (See

Fig. 21). In the fourth phrase of this section, figure 1

appears three times and figure 2, once, Section 2 concludes

with a perfect authenic cadence in measure 57 and again the

dominant seventh is used to lead to the return of theme A in

measure 58, the return of the theme being in the original key

of f minor.
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i55 ,r 91

V, I 1V

AM

F#W
liik i :z ;.

"'Ov- If, I - .- I - - I I I-Bob,

I14

Fig, 21--Stretto treatment of figure 2, measures 51-53,
Opus 52

This restatement of theme A begins section 3, containing

considerable accompanimental ornamentation, and builds to a

climax in measure 71. A transition follows in measures 71-

80, containing figure 2 in the left hand. This transition

leads to the beginning of Part II in measure 80,

In Part II the first section contains an introductory

phrase in measures 84-92. Theme B, in the form of a parallel

periodis also contained in this section, (See Fig, 22),

Motive I is presented in the left hand in measures 91-92, A

varied repetition of theme B follows in measures 92-99, Al-

though the melodic line is retained, the harmony is changed

considerably, particularly in the first phrase, Motive 1 is

not employed in the repetition,

Section 2, measures 99-128, contains a group of four

phrases, the second of which is a transposed repetition of

the first, Phrase 1, ending in measure 103, is in the key of
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g minor, this having been reached through a pivot modulation

in measure 99. A chromatic modulation in measure 103, labeled

as a bridge in Table XIII, leads to the repetition of this

phrase in the key of a minor, The same bridge is used again

in measure 107, modulating back to the key of g minor in which

the third phrase begins. Phrase 3 contains figure 1 of theme

A and ends in f minor. The fourth phrase begins in f minor,

ends in A-flat major in measure 121, and is extended by both

repetition and sequence,

a N2

Fig, 22--Theme B, Opus 52
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A transition from measure 121-128 contains material based

on motives I and 2 from theme A and modulates from A-flat

major to A major through chromatic modulation in measure 128.

The expected return of theme A is delayed until the introduction

has been restated, now in the key of A major, A cadenza has

been added at the end of the introduction,

Part III, measures 134-168, contains the return of Part

I but in an abridged version, The same three-note introduction

is used before the return of the theme. In this return, theme

A receives canonic treatment, The first four measures of this

thematic treatment is shown in Figure 23, This contrapuntal

section lasts through measure 145 where the two-measure exten-

sion employed in section 1 of Part I occurs, returning to- the

a Tempo

Itegato

Fig, 23--Canonic treatment of theme A, Opus 52
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original texture, As may be seen in Table XIII, section 1 of

Part III differs from the corresponding section of Part I in

that an additional phrase has been added, The use of canonic

treatment of theme A also differs in this section from the

corresponding section in Part I,

Phrase I of Part III begins in the key of d minor and

cadences in F major, exhibiting the same third relationship

employed in phrase 1 of the corresponding section in Part I,

Phrase 2 begins and ends in A-flat major and seems to be the

additional phrase employed in this section, serving the purpose

of establishing the key and also of emphasizing the use of

contrapuntal technique, Phrase 3 opens in A-flat major and

cadences in b-flat minor, identical to the corresponding phrase

in Part I. From here until the end of this section in measure

151, the harmonic resemblance is exact,

As in Part I, section 1 of Part III is repeated in measures

152-162, giving this part a one-part form with repetition.

This repetition is highly ornamented with arpeggios in the ac-

companiment against unequal rhythm in the melodic line caused

by the addition of notes in the melodic line, This repetition

is abridged through the omission of phrases 3 and 4. Phrase 2

is merged with a transition, measures 162-168, which is entirely

constructed on the dominant of b-flat minor. At the very end

of this transition a descending chromatic scale leads to the

unexpected key of D-flat majvr,
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Having reached this key, Chopin recapitulates theme B,

this time without the introductory phrase employed in Part II,

Although varied, theme B retains its period form, The rep-

etition of this period differs from that in Part II in the use

of the half cadence at the end of the first phrase, The second

phrase of the repetition is varied and an additional phrase

is added which resembles the altered version of the second

phrase, cadencing with an imperfect authenic cadence in D-flat

major in measure 191, These last two phrases were both ex-

tended, the first by one measure of repetition of the cadence

chord and the second by one measure of sequence in measures

188-189, This statement and repetition of theme B in measures

169-191 comprises Part IV,

The coda in the fourth ballade begins in measure 191 and

ends the composition in measure 239. It contains no formal

phrase structure but may be divided into two sections, The

first section, which lasts through measure 210, is characterized

by arpeggios and chords, climaxing in measure 202 on the dom-

inant of f minor which was established in measure 195, Marked

fff and followed by a half measure of rests and a fermata,

this climax is followed by a pianissimo chordal passage, each

measure containing one chord, closing section 1 of the coda.

The second section, beginning in measure 211, is char-

acterized by its subdivision into sixteenth-note triplets and

contains highly chromatic material and cross-rhythms, Two mea-

sures of staccato chords bring the fourth ballade to an
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accelerated fortissimo conclusion, the cadence being a perfect

authentic cadence in the key of f minor. There is no employ-

ment of previously used material in the coda.

This ballade is without doubt the closest related of the

four ballades to the fantasy. The cadenza coming before Part

III and the virtuosity of the recurrence of the themes in

Parts III and IV, in addition to the extreme ornamentation and

rhythmic condition of the coda, leave the impression of im-

provision, one of the characteristics of a fantasy.

The sonata-allegro form is probably least evident here

than in any of the three preceding ballades. There are two

principal themes; however, they are not developed to the ex-

tent expected in the sonata-allegro mold.

Parts and Sections

Table XIII shows the forms of the parts and sections

within this work. Part I is a ternary form and Part II employs

a binary form. Parts III and IV are both one-part forms, con-

taining a repeated section, a repeated period, respectively.

The parts decrease in length from beginning to end. Part I

contains seventy-two measures and the following parts contain,

in that order, forty-eight, thirty-four, and twenty-two mea-

sures. There are forty-eight measures in the coda.

The forms utilized in the sections of this work are the

period and the group of phrases. Repeated periods are employed

in sections 1 of Parts II and IV. The remaining seven sections
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employ as their form a group of phrases. Lengths of the

regular sections vary from the ten measures in the repetition

of section 1 of Part III to the twenty-two measures contained

in the one section of Part IV, The second section of the coda

contains twenty-eight measures which is actually the longest

section in the composition.

Key Relationships

There are fourteen divisions in the fourth ballade, as

shown in Table XIV, The most frequently used interval rela-

tionship in the key scheme is the third or its inversion, the

sixth, these being employed a total of six times, The interval

relationship of a fifth or its inversion, the fourth, was uti-

lized five times, Only once was the interval relationship of a

second used,

As shown in this table, only three sections begin in the

key of f minor, the tonic key of the composition, Only two

sections end in this key, both of these being located in the

coda, Several other keys were used to open and close the divi-

sions of this work, B-flat minor and D-flat major were both

used to open two divisions. B-flat major, g-minor, A-flat

major, A major, and d minor were each employed once as an

opening key,

Closing keys other than f minor and the number of times

employed include the following: b-flat minor, used four times;

and B-flat major, A major, and D-flat major, each used twice,

C major and A-flat major were both utilized once.
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TABLE XIV

KEY RELATIONSHIPS, TEMPO MARKINGS,
AND DYNAMICS IN OPUS 52

Key
Tempo

Section Markings Dynamics

0

0 0

Introduction C C andante p, diminuendo
con moto,
ritenuto

Part I

Section 1 f bb in tempo mezza voce

Section 2 Gb bb pp, mezza voce

Section 3 f bb ritenuto crescendo, f, ff

transition bb Bb accelerando diminuendo,
ritenuto

Part II

Section 1 Bb Bb in tempo p, ritardando

Section 2 g Ab a tempo, crescendo, f,
ritenuto diminduendo

transition Ab A ritardando crescendo, f,
diminuendo

Introduction A A ralentando pp

Part III

Section 1

transition

d

bb

bb

Db

a tempo

accelerando

p

crescendo,
diminuendo
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TABLE XIV--Continued

Key

Tempo
Section Markings Dynamics

r4 0

Part IV

Section 1 Db Db in tempo p, f, crescendo

Coda

Section 1 Db f crescendo, ff,
fff, pp

Section 2 f f accelerando f, ff
sin' al fine

Phrase Structure

Beginnings and Endings

Table XV shows the phrase structure of Opus 52 with

regard to the beginnings and endings of the phrases and the

cadences employed, Of the total thirty-eight phrases, includ-

ing those in the introductions and transitions, eight phrases

have masculine endings. These comprise 21 per cent of the

beginnings and 84 per cent of the endings, respectively,

Feminine beginnings are predominant with thirty phrases or

79 per cent of the phrases employing this type beginning.

However, the number of feminine endings is less than the

number of masculine endings, with only six phrases using
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feminine endings, comprising 16 per cent of the total number

of endings.

Phrases employing feminine beginnings and masculine end-

ings are utilized a total of twenty-four times or 60 per cent

of Ithe total number of phrases, Other combinations employed

are: masculine beginning, masculine ending, eight phrases or

25 per cent of the total phrases; and feminine beginning,

feminine ending, six phrases or 16 per cent of the total number

of phrases, No phrases employed the masculine beginning-

feminine ending combination,

TABLE XV

PHRASE STRUCTURE IN OPUS 52

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F M F PA IA H P1

Introduction x x x

Part I

Section 1
phraselI x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

Section 1
(repeti tion)

phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

Section 2
phrase 1 x x
phrase 2 x x x
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TABLE XVo--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F M F PA IA H P1

phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 3
phraselI x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x

transition x x x

Part II

Section 1
introduction x x x

phrase 1 x x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x

Section 2
phrase x x x
phrase 2 x x
phrase 3 x x
phrase 4 x x x

transition x x x

Introduction x x x

Par t III

Section 1
phrase I
phrase 2
phrase 3
phrase 4

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
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TABLE XV--Continued

Beginning Ending Cadence
Phrase

M F M F PA IA H P1

Section 1
(repetition)

phraselI x x x
phrase 2 x x x

transition x x x

Part IV

Section 1
phrase I x x
phrase 2 x x x
phrase 3 x x x
phrase 4 x x x
phrase 5 x x x

Cadences

Cadences employed at the end of the thirty-eight phrases

shown in Table XV include the perfect authenic, the imperfect

authenic, and the half cadence, Perfect authenic cadences

dominate the total number of cadences with eighteen cadences

or 47 per cent of the total. Eleven phrases employ the imper-

fect authenic cadence or 27 per cent of the total number and

nine phrases end with a half cadence, these comprising 27 per

cent of the total number of cadences used, No plagal cadences

were utilized,
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Key Relationships and Modulations

In this fourth ballade, Chopin's choice of keys is varied

in that no two keys could actually be called the two principal

keys, excepting, perhaps, the tonic of the key and the key of

the second them, that of the first theme being identical, of

course, to the tonic key of the work. Therefore, in the follow-

ing table, all keys employed are listed under the "begins in"

and "ends in" columns.

TABLE XVI

KEY RELATIONSHIPS AND MODULATIONS
IN THE PHRASES OF OPUS 52

Begins Ends Modulates Method
Phrase in in and of

Returns Modulation
to

Introduction C C

Par t I

Section 1
phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3

Section 1
(repetition)

phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3

Section 2
phrase 1
phrase 2

phrase 3

f
Ab
bb

f
Ab
bb

Gb

Eb

Ab
bb
bb

AbAb_
b
bb

Gb
Eb

Bb

Ab
bb

Ab
bb

Bb

Bb

direct, pivot
pivot

pivot, pivot
pivot

direct
chromatic,
pivot
pivot
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TABLE XVI--Continued

Begins Ends Modulates Method
in in and of

Phrase Returns Modulation
to

phrase 4 Bb bb bb pivot

Section 3 b b
phrase I f AbAb pivopivo
phrase 2 Ab bb bb pivot
phrase 3 bbbb

transition bb Bb Bb chromatic

Part II

Section 1 b
introduction B B b

phrase I B E E pivot
phrase 2 Eb Bb Bb pivot
phrase 3 Bb Eb Eb pivot
phrase 4 Eb Bb Bb pivot

Section 2
phrase 1 g g pivot
phrase 2 a a pivot
phrase 3 g fbfbpivot, pivot
phrase 4 f A Ab pivot

transition Ab A A chromatic

Introduction A A

Part III
Section 1

phrase 1
phrase 2
phrase 3
phrase 4

Section 1
(repetition)

phrase 1
phrase 2

d
F
Ab
bb

f
Ab

F
Ab
bb
bb

Ab
bb

F
A b
bb

Ab
bb

direct, pivot
pivot
pivot

pivot, pivot
pivot
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TABLE XVI--Continued

Begins Ends Modulates Method
in in and of

Phrase Returns Modulation
to

transition bb Db Db chromatic

Part IV

Section 1 b b b
Phrase 1 Db Gb Gb pivot
Phrase 2 Gb Db Db
Phrase 3 Db Ab DbApivot
Phrase 4 Ab Db A pivot
Phrase 5 DD D pivot

The most frequently used key in this ballade is b-flat

minor in which six phrases or 16 per cent of the phrases begin

and ten or 26 per cent of the phrases end. Four of these

phrases begin and end in this key, comprising a total of 11

per cent of the phrases.

A-flat major is the next key most often employed with

seven phrases or 18 per cent of the phrases beginning and

seven phrases ending in that key. None of these seven phrases

both begin and end in this key.

In the tonic key of f minor, five phrases or 13 per cent

of the phrases begin while only one phrase or 3 per cent of

the total phrases ends in the tonic key. B-flat major opens

four phrases or 11 per cent and closes five phrases or 13 per

cent of the total number of phrases.
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E-flat major and D-flat major both open three phrases,

each comprising 8 per cent of the total phrases. However,

D-flat major closes four phrases as compared to the three that

close in E-flat major.

A total of fourteen keys were employed in the phrase

structure of Opus 52 as shown in Table XVI. One phrase begins

in F-flat major and one begins in d minor but no phrases end

in these keys, Other keys not previously discussed and the

number of phrases beginning and ending in them, respectively,

are as follows: C major (1-1), F major (1-1), G-flat major

(2-2), A major (1-2), g minor (2-1), and a minor (1-1),

Only eleven of the thirty-eight phrases in this work

begin and end in the same key, Therefore, it is obvious that

many modulations were employed. Of the total phrases, thirty

utilized some method of modulation, whether direct, pivot,

enharmonic, or chromatic, Twenty-seven of these phrases

modulate and return to a key other than the one in which it

began. Of the thirty-seven actual modulations, thirty are

classified as pivot modulations, three as direct modulations,

and four as chromatic modulations, No enharmonic modulations

were found.

Motivic Development

There are two principal motives in this composition, both

contained in phrase I of theme A, As was shown in Table XIII,

these two motives are both employed twice in addition to their

being contained in the appearances of theme A. Motive 2 contains
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two figures, labeled figures 1 and 2 in Table XIII, both being

employed once individually and once combined. Theme B con*^

tained no distinct motives that were developed within the

composition.
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CHAPTER VI

COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Many controversies exist in regard to the employment of

form in the Chopin Ballades, Some authorities have stated

that the form in the ballades is free, For instance, Ernest

Hutcheson asserts that Chopin followed no model in the ballades

but freely used that form coming most naturally to him (3, p.

188). Another authority states that the form in the ballades

is an ". . . extempore form. The dividing lines of the sections

are drawn from free invention and the thought is constrained

by no scheme" (4, p. 143),

On the other hand, James Huneker states that the ballades

are "not loosely-jointed, but compact structures glowing with

genius and representing definite unity of form and expression"

(2, p. 275). Moritz Karasowski states that the form of the

ballades puzzled the contemporary critics, "Some of them re-

garded them [he ballades as a variety of the rondo, whilst

others, with more accuracy, called them poetical stories" (5,

p. 118),

In the discussion of the ballade in the Harvard Dictionary

of Music, Willi Apel classifies the ballade as a ternary form.

He states: "Chopin and Brahms used the term for piano pieces

written in the ternary form ABA of the 19th century character

piece" (1, p. 68),

105
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Theref ore, the purpose of this chapter is to compare the

similarities and differences of the four ballades written by

Chopin in an attempt to clarify these controversies, Compara-

tive tables and discussions are drawn from the contents of the

preceding chapters.

Overall Designs

Table XVII shows the form, length, meter, tempo, number

of principal themes, and their key relationships in the four

ballades. Two of these Ballades, Opus 23 and 47, fall into

the five-part classification. Opus 38 and Opus 52 are clas-

sified as four-part forms,

Lengths, Meter, and Tempos

The first ballade is the longest composition, containing

262 measures, and the second ballade is the shortest with 206

measures, The average length is 237 measures.

All of the ballades are basically in duple compound time,

The exception lies in the introduction and coda of the first

ballade, both of which are in common time,

Tempos of the ballades are predominantly slow with the

exception of the third ballade, the tempo of which is

alitgr~etto, The tempo of Opus 23 is moderato until the coda

which changes to presto con fuoco. In the second ballade,

the alternating tempos are andantino and presto con fuoco.
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Themes

Each ballade contains two principal themes, The third

ballade contains four themes, the first and third of which

prove to be the most important and therefore are considered

principal themes, their frequency of recurrence serving as

the basis of this conclusion, The relationship of the third

or its inversion, the sixth, prevails between the two princi-

pal themes of the first three ballades. In the fourth ballade

the thematic interval relationship is that of a fourth or 'its

inversion, the fifth.

In each ballade, Chopin employs one of the principal

themes in a major key and one in a minor key, this in itself

assisting to contrast the character of the two themes, The

third ballade is included in this conclusion although the

second principal theme is first stated in F major, The re-

appearance of this theme, however, is predominantly in f minor,

thus justifying the previous conclusion,

Employment of Forms in the Parts

Chopin employs a wide variety of forms within the parts

of his four compositions in this genre, Table XVIII shows

these forms, Binary fvrm was employed as the form for 33 per

cent of the total eighteen parts, A group of sections was

utilized for 28 per cent of the parts, Ternary forms were

employed in 11 per cent of the parts, one-part forms in 22 per

cent of the parts, and a group of phrases used only once or in

6 per cent of the parts.
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TABLE XVIII

FORM IN THE PARTS OF THE BALLADES

Ballade Part Form

Opus 23 I Binary
II Binary

III Group of sections
IV Binary

V One-part

Opus 38 I Ternary
II Binary

III Group of sections
IV Group of phrases

Opus 47 1 Group of sections
II Group of sections

III Binary
IV Group of sections
V One-part

Opus 52 I Ternary
II Binary

III One-part
IV One-part

Forms in the Sections

Forms employed in the sections of the four ballades may

be classified into two basic categories: the phrase category

or the period category, Various phrase forms are employed in

twenty-four sections or 59 per cent of the sections. These

include the group of phrases, found in eighteen sections or

45 per cent of the total number of sections, the repeated

phrase, found in five sections or 12 per cent of the total,
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and the extended phrase, found in one section or 2 per cent

of the total number of sections.

Of the seventeen sections containing period forms, 10

per cent contain double periods, Five parallel periods are

contained in 12 per cent of the sections, extended periods

in 10 per cent of the sections, and repeated periods in 7 per

cent of the total forty-one sections, One section contains a

period with an antecedent and consequent group, as shown in

Table XIX,

TABLE XIX

FORMS IN THE SECTIONS

Ballade Part Section Form

Opus 23 1 1 Double period
2 Parallel period

II I Double period
2 Repeated phrase

III I Parallel period
2 Double period
3 Group of phrases

IV 1 Double period
2 Repeated phrase

V I Parallel period

Opus 38

II

1
2
3

2

Repeated period
Group of phrases
Extended period

Group of phrases
Group of phrases
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TABLE XIX-Continued

Ballade Part Section Form

III I Extended period
2 Group of phrases
3 Group of Phrases

IV I Group of phrases

Opus 47 1 1 Parallel period
2 Period with antecedent

and consequent group
3 Extended phrase
4 Extended period

II 1 Repeated phrase
2 Group of phrases
3 Group of phrases
4 Repeated phrase

1I1 1 Parallel period
2 Group of phrases

IV I Repeated phrase
2 Group of phrases
3 Group of phrases
4 Group of phrases

V 1 Extended period

Opus 52 1 1 Group of phrases
2 Group of phrases
3 Group of phrases

1I 1 Repeated period
2 Group of phrases

III 1 Group of phrases

IV I Repeated period
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Key Relationships

From the discussion of key relationships in each of the

four preceding chapters, it may be concluded that Chopin uses

a wide variety of keys within the four Ballades, Both closely

related and remotely related keys were employed,

The key relationships of the principal themes in each

ballade has been previously discussed, Key relationships

within the structure of the sections were also discussed in

each of the four preceding chapters, In Opus 23 and Opus 47,

the most frequently used interval relationship was that of

the fifth or its inversion, the fourth, The interval rela-

tionship of a third or its inversion, the sixth, is predominant

in Opus 38 and Opus 52,

Introductions and Codas

Two of the Chopin Ballades employ introductions, namely,

Opus 23 and Opus 52, the length of both being seven measures.

Each of these is unique. The introduction to Opus 23 is

unique in that it is in a different meter and tempo from the

body of the work. It begins on a Neapolitan sixth chord and

contains a figure that is employed several times throughout

the work, In the fourth ballade, the introduction is in the

dominant key of the work, is transposed, and repeated. This

occurs in measures 129-134,

All of the ballades incorporate a coda, the average

length of which is forty-eight measures, All are in 6/8 time
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except the coda to the first ballade, this appearing in com-

mon time. Chopin increases the tempo in the codas of Opus

23 and Opus 38, but maintains the regular tempo of the

composition in the remaining two ballades, except for an

accelerando in the last part of the coda in Opus 52. All of

the codas except that of Opus 52 employ previously used material,

as shown in the last column of Table XX. A brief codetta is

employed in Opus 23 in addition to the coda, this appearing at

the end of Part I.

Phrase Structure in the Ballades

Beginnings, Endings, and Cadences

Shown in Table XXI is the number of phrases contained in

each ballade, percentages of usage of masculine and feminine

beginnings and endings, and usage percentages of the different

types of cadences. The average usages found were as follows:

an average of forty-four phrases per ballade; beginnings, 43

per cent masculine and 57 per cent feminine; endings, 69 per

cent masculine and 31 per cent feminine; cadences, 39 per

cent half, 33 per cent perfect authentic, 25 per cent imperfect

authentic, 2 per cent plagal, and 1 per cent deceptive.

Modulations

A comparison of the number of phrases employing modula-

tion and the usage percentages of modulation methods employed

in the phrase structure of the four ballades is given in Table

XXII. It may be observed from this table that the number of
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TABLE XXI*

PHRASE STRUCTURE

Usage Percentages of

Number
Ballade of Beginning Endings Cadences

Phrases

M F F PA IA H P1 D

Opus 23 48 46 54 80 20 21 33 42 4 0

Opus 38 45 60 40 51 49 13 16 65 2 4

Opus 47 42 43 57 62 38 48 26 26 0 0

Opus 52 40 25 75 85 15 50 27 23 0 0

*"'D"-deceptive

phrases employing modulation increases with each ballade. An

average of twenty-seven phrases per ballade employ modulation

with an average of fifty-eight modulations employed per ballade.

The average usages of modulatory methods is as follows: 64 per

cent pivot, 27 per cent direct, 5 per cent chromatic, and 4 per

cent enharmonic,

Transitions

A total of thirteen transitions found in the Chopin Ballades

are shown in Table XXIII, The average length of these trans-

itions is five measures. Nine transitions employ modulations
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TABLE XXII*

MODULATIONS

Usage Percentages
Number of of
Phrases Number of Modulatory Methods

Ballade Employing Modulations
Modulations

D P E C

Opus 23 9 13 38 54 8 0

Opus 38 17 22 23 59 9 9

Opus 4# 27 42 38 60 2 0

Opus 52 30 37 8 81 0 11

*""-direc; P7"-pivot"E-enharmonic; "C"-chromatic

and five contain material derived from thematic elements of

the composition in which it is found, as shown in Table XXIII,

Bridge Passages

Bridge passages were found in Opus 23, Opus 38, and

Opus 52; each of these contains one, threeand two bridge pas-

sages tespectively. In Opus 38, motive 2 is used in each of

the three bridge passages, The bridge passages in the two re-

maining ballades display no previously employed material,

Employment of Imitation

Chopin's style is not usually frequented by the employ-

ment of contrapuntal devices, However, he employs imitation

in two of these works. In measures 98-140 of Opus 38, a
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TABLE XXIII

TRANSITIONS

Method
Ballade Measures of Length Thematic

Modulation Content

Opus 23 26- 36 11
90- 94 pivot 4

162-165 4
188-194 pivot 6

Opus 38 79- 83 chromatic 4
165-168 4

Opus 47 63- 64 pivot 2 F 3
99-103 pivot 4

154-155 enharmonic 2 F 3
208-211 4 m 1, F I

Opus 52 71- 80 chromatic 9 F 2
121-128 chromatic 7 m 1, m 2
162-168 chromatic

highly imitative section is found, Additional examples may

be found in measures 51-53 and 135-145 of Opus; 52,

Literary Influences

As has been previously stated, the poetry of Mickiewiez

is attributed as the source of inspiration for Chopin's creation

of the four ballades. Chopin attempts to retain in his ballades

the character or mood of each of the corresponding literary

works. This is done through the use of contrasting themes, con-

trasting sections, and declamatory passages such as the

introduction to Opus 23,
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The influence of Mickiewiez's poetry on the ballades is

the most disputed similarity that these works possess, Since

there is no exact paraphrase of text in the music, the literary

influence seems to be of secondary importance; therefore, to

deal with this influence any further seems unnecessary.

Conclusions

The definition of a ballade drawn from the contents of

this study is as follows: a literary-influenced, sectional

four- or five-part form in duple compound meter containing

two principal contrasting themes. Influences of sonata-

allegro and rondo forms are evident in addition to a display

of characteristics of the fantasy.

Rondo influences were evident primarily in the five-part

forms of Opus 23 and 47, Characteristics of the sonata-

allegro form were displayed in all of the ballades with the

most extensive display of thematic development exhibited in

Opus 38. Opus 52 bears resemblances to the fantasy as has

been stated in Chapter V.

A wide variety of forms were employed in the parts and

sections and the utilization of keys included both closely

and remotely related keys. Key relationships followed no

definite pattern within the works other than the previously

mentioned relationship of the principal themes.

Phrase structure employed is basically traditional with

the standard length of four measures prevelant. Feminine
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beginnings and masculine endings were predominant, The half

cadence was the most frequently employed cadence. Each of

the works ends with a perfect authenic cadence with two ending

in the keys in which they begin. Opus 38 begins in F major

and cadences in a minor and Opus 52 begins in C major and

ends in f minor, the tonic key of the work,

Recommendations

Chopin has been followed by Johannes Brahms, Franz Liszt,

Edvard Grieg, Gabriel Faure, and Claude Debussy in the employ-

ment of the word "ballade" as a title for piano compositions,

that of Faure having been written for piano and orchestra, A

suggested further study would be to analyze these compositions

of the same genre for a comparison of identifying characteristics,
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